A summary of the methods used to make a precision measurement of the Higgs boson mass is presented. The final mass value for the Higgs boson is measured to be m H = 125.26 ± 0.21 GeV. This analysis considers the H → ZZ → 4 channel ( = e, µ), using protonproton collision data collected in 2016 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb −1 at √ s = 13 TeV by the CMS experiment at the LHC. A mass constraint is imposed on the invariant mass of the two leptons coming from the mostly on-shell Z boson to refit the lepton momenta and, hence, improve the measurement of the Higgs boson mass, per-event. The mass of the Higgs boson is extracted using a three-dimensional likelihood fit, which uses three observables per-event: (1) the refitted four-lepton invariant mass (m 4 ), (2) the refitted four-lepton mass uncertainty (D mass ), and (3) a matrix element-based kinematic discriminant (D kin bkg ).
Introduction
In 2015, two major particle physics collaborations, CMS and ATLAS, jointly published measurements on the mass of the recently-discovered Higgs boson [1, 2] . These results used proton-proton collision data delivered by the LHC at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV during Run 1 (2011 and 2012) corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of approximately 25 fb −1 per collaboration. The Higgs boson mass (m H ) measurement during Run 1 using the combined results from both collaborations was m H = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV. Two Higgs boson decay channels were analyzed to obtain the final mass result: (1) H → γγ and (2) H → ZZ → 4 (where = e, µ). The individual mass measurements for each decay channel, including statistical and systematic uncertainties, and their combined results per collaboration, are given in Table 1 [3] .
In 2017, the precision on the aforementioned Run 1 mass measurement was superseded by CMS by considering only the H → ZZ → 4 channel and using 2016 Run 2 data, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb −1 . The best value of m H is determined by minimizing a three-dimensional (3D) likelihood fit of the following three observables: (1) the refitted fourlepton invariant mass (m 4 ), (2) the refitted four-lepton mass uncertainty (D mass ), and (3) a matrix element-based kinematic discriminant (D kin bkg ). Each observable is evaluated on a per-event basis and uses refitted lepton transverse momenta (p T ) by performing a mass constraint on the more on-shell Z boson, which ultimately improves the precision of the 3D likelihood fit.
The Higgs boson mass resonance in the four-lepton state enables a precision measurement of m H due to a large signal-to-background ratio and because of its intrinsically narrow width. The background processes consist of two kinds: (1) irreducible qq/gg → ZZ, Zγ * processes which skip Higgs boson production altogether, and (2) reducible Z + X, in which a Higgs boson decays into a Z boson and X, where X is typically a heavy flavor jet which decays into secondary leptons. These leptons are misidentified as prompt leptons and therefore this process is considered background. This Z + X region is estimated using data-driven methods. 
Observables
Three observables are used to extract the Higgs boson mass using a three-dimensional likelihood fit that scans over m H . Each observable is defined in the following subsections. The observables are:
1. the refitted four-lepton invariant mass (m 4 ), 2. the refitted four-lepton mass uncertainty on an event-by-event basis (D mass ), 3. a matrix element-based kinematic discriminant (D kin bkg ).
It should be noted that an observable with a prime symbol ( ) indicates that it has been updated using the refitted lepton p T values as described in Section 3.
First Observable: Four-Lepton Invariant Mass m 4
The topology of the H → ZZ → 4 process is shown in Figure 1 
Second Observable: Relative Mass Uncertainty D mass
Per-event, the evaluation of m 4 comes with an associated uncertainty (δm 4 ) which is a function of the transverse momenta (p T, k ) and the corresponding uncertainties (δp T, k ) of the four outgoing leptons:
This value is obtained via an error propagation technique which smears p T, k by its corresponding δp T, k , lepton-by-lepton:
where p T, k is the smeared transverse momentum of lepton k. An increased precision on the measurement of p T, k (decreased δp T, k ) leads to an increased precision on m 4 (decreased δm 4 ). The δp T, k values are corrected to minimize δm 4 using lepton p T error correction factors (λ):
These λ values are evaluated by simulating Z → − + ( = e, µ) events and by extracting the resolution (σ) of the Z mass resonance from the m distribution. This mass distribution is fit using a Breit-Wigner probability density function (pdf) convoluted with a Crystal Ball (CB) pdf and a decaying exponential pdf. The fit then extracts the relevant parameters for each pdf, holds all of them fixed, except the resolution of the CB pdf (σ CB ) which gets replaced by:
where λ is the sought-after correction factor to be used in Eq. 3. A second fit, which is conditional on the per-event uncertainty of the dilepton invariant mass (δm ), finds the single, optimal λ value for this simulated sample of Z → − + events. It is important to note that, since different parts of the CMS detector have different lepton p T resolutions, it is necessary to categorize each dilepton events into a specific kinematic bin, depending on the pseudorapidity (η) and relative p T uncertainties (δp T /p T ) of the leptons detected by the various sub-detector regions [5] . Therefore, a λ correction factor is evaluated for each kinematic bin and subsequently used to correct the lepton transverse momentum uncertainty in the corresponding region, per Eq. 3. A closure test is performed to verify that the λ values are performing as intended. As shown in Fig. 2 [4] , the measured relative mass uncertainties of the dilepton events within a specific kinematic bin agree with the predicted values. The δp corr T, k values are obtained per-event using Eq. 3. Next, each p T, k is individually updated using Eq. 2. Finally, the total δm 4 is evaluated using the updated p T, k values per-event using Eq. 1.
It is useful to normalize δm 4 with the corresponding m 4 value and define the per-event relative mass uncertainty (D mass ) as:
As will be described in Section 3, the D mass gets updated using refitted lepton p T values and is promoted to a refitted, per-event relative mass uncertainty (D mass ). 
Third Observable: Kinematic Discriminant D kin bkg
Each Higgs boson decay event, whether signal or background, carries certain kinematical information about the particles involved, e.g., the spins, momenta, and decay angles, of each particle. Fig. 3 (Left) shows an example of such a Higgs boson decay and the associated kinematical variables involved [4] . All the decay observables are then incorporated into a single variable ( Ω H→4 ) [6] [7] [8] .
Then, a kinematic discriminant (D kin bkg ) can be constructed from Ω H→4 to better discriminate between signal and background events. The D kin bkg is defined as:
where Pbkg represents the probability density that an event is consistent with a→ ZZ, Zγ * background event, while P gg sig represents the probability density that an event is consistent with a signal event. Fig. 3 (Right) [4] shows the three observables per-event, for simulation and data. 
Kinematic Refit Using a Z 1 Mass Constraint
The Higgs boson mass measurement can achieve even better precision by using knowledge of the mass and line shape of the mass resonance of the more on-shell Z boson (Z 1 ). As shown in Fig. 4 (Left) the Z 1 is mostly on-shell and therefore allows for precise fitting of its line shape, whereas the Z 2 is mostly off-shell [4] . Because of the well-defined line shape of the Z 1 mass resonance, and the fact that the narrow width of the resonance is similar to that of the detector resolution, a mass constraint is applied which allows for a refitting of the dilepton p T values originating from the Z 1 , on a per-event basis. The mass constraint is used in maximizing the likelihood of the refitted lepton p T values: where p 1 T and p 2 T are the reconstructed p T values of the two leptons originating from the Z 1 , δp 1 T and δp 2 T are the corresponding per-event lepton p T uncertainties,p 1 T andp 2 T are the refitted p T values of the two leptons, and m 12 is the invariant mass calculated using the refitted p T values. Here, m Z is set to the PDG value for the Z boson mass (91.188 GeV), m H is set to 125 GeV corresponding to the mass use in simulated H → ZZ → 4 events, and lastly the L(m 12 |m Z , m H ) is the mass constraint term on the m(Z 1 ).
Per event, the likelihood given by Eq. 5 is maximized by the mass constraint term and the newly-obtained refitted lepton p T values are used to update the first two observables (m 4 , D mass ), which are then denoted by a prime ( ):
Using the m(Z 1 ) mass constraint to obtain refitted lepton p T values in this fashion provides greater precision on the final Higgs boson mass measurement, as shown in Fig. 5 [4] .
Conclusions
The mass of the Higgs boson (m H ) was extracted by a three-dimensional likelihood fit using three observables: m 4 , D mass , D kin bkg . The data used in this measurement were collected by the CMS detector corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb −1 from proton-proton collisions provided by the LHC during the 2016 Run. The Higgs boson mass was measured to be m H = 125.26 ± 0.21 (±0.20[stat.] ± 0.08[sys.]) GeV, which achieved a better overall precision than the previous m H measurement of 125.09 ± 0.24 (±0.21[stat.] ± 0.11[sys.]) GeV, made by the ATLAS Figure 5 : Distributions of the m 4 in H → ZZ → 4 events using reconstructed lepton p T values (black line) and refitted p T values (blue line), separated by each final state: 4e (Left), 4µ (Center), 2e2µ (Right). The refitted distributions are obtained by imposing the mass constraint on the m(Z 1 ). Each curve is fit with a double Crystal Ball pdf and the resolution of the peak (σ dCB ) is extracted. The resolution improvement between reconstructed and refitted distributions is 7% in the 4µ channel, 13% in the 2e2µ channel, and 15% in the 4e channel [4] . Table 2 : A summary of the precision gained by refitting the lepton p T values which come from a mass constraint on the m(Z 1 ) (comparison across rows) and by introducing a 1D, 2D, or 3D fit likelihood fit (comparison across columns) using the observables described in Section 2. The greatest precision gain is observed when comparing a 1D likelihood fit (with no mass constraint) to a 3D fit (with a mass constraint) which results in a 21% gain in precision on the Higgs boson mass measurement [4] . and CMS Collaborations, which corresponded to an integrated luminosity of approximately 25 fb −1 per collaboration from LHC proton-proton collision data in 2010 and 2011. The 1D likelihood scan vs. m H accounting for one, two, and three observables is shown in Fig. 6 (Left) and split up into different final states: 4e, 4µ, 2e2µ (Right) [4] . Finally, the precision gained by using 1D, 2D, and 3D likelihood fits, with and without a mass constraint on the m(Z 1 ), is given in Table 2 [4] . It should be noted that while these these proceedings were being written, an even more precise measurement of the Higgs boson mass was made public [10]. 
